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Presentation Notes
Hello everyone, my name is Joshua Franklin. I work on electronic voting, telecommunications and mobile security, and public safety at NIST. I was the technical lead for the DHS mobile device security study to Congress. First and foremost I want to say that this is a DHS effort, that NIST assisted with. Vincent Sritiapan of DHS did an amazing job leading this effort, which included corralling government and industry partners. Vincent is on duty with the Navy right now, and I’m presenting for him. He and I are both sorry that we can’t be there in person to present this effort. 



Act’s Requirement
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Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2016,
Division N— Cybersecurity Act of 
2015 
Title IV, Section 401, Study on Mobile 
Device Security*
Subsection (a)
(1)Directs the DHS Secretary, in consultation 

with NIST, to complete a study on threats 
relating to the security of the mobile 
devices of the federal government

(2)Requires submission of an unclassified report
(with a classified annex if needed) to 
Congress within one year of the Act’s 
passage

Subsection (b)*
(1)Evolution of mobile security techniques 

from a desktop-centric approach, and 
adequacy of these techniques to meet current 
mobile security challenges

(2)Effect such threats may have on the 
cybersecurity of the information systems 
and networks of the federal government

(3)Recommendations for addressing the 
threats based on industry standards and 
best practices

(4)Deficiencies in the current authorities of 
the Secretary that may inhibit the ability of 
the Secretary to address mobile device 
security throughout the federal government

(5)Plan for accelerated adoption of secure 
mobile device technology by DHS

*Excludes National Security Systems and DoD and IC systems 
and networks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Cybersecurity of 2015 mandated that a study be conducted on the threats relating to federal mobile devices. DHS was to lead the study in consultation with NIST. DHS and NIST decided to convene a multi-agency working group based in part on the multi-agency mobile security working group already in place, known as the mobile tiger team. This included DoD, DHS HQ, DHS NPPD, DHS S&T, GSA, NIST NCCoE. DoD handled the largely independent effort to create the classified annex. The Cybersecurity act mandated that the report was to have conclusions surrounding the following areas: threats, recommendations based on industry standards, deficiencies in DHS authorities to address mobile security issues throughout the federal government, a plan for rapdily adopting secure mobile technologies with DHS, and looking at general techniques from moving from a desktop centric security approach to being mobile focused.  



Timeline

Dec 
2015

• Congress 
Commissioned 
Study

’16 Q2

• Working Group 
Created Across 
Multiple Federal 
Agencies & 
Departments

• Additional 
Staffing 
Resources 
Allocated

’16 Q3

• Initial Working 
Group 
Meetings

• Created Threat 
Model

• Created RFI 
Structure & 
Documents

’16 Q4

• Issued RFI
• Held Industry 

Days
• Received RFI 

Responses
• Final Analysis 

of Industry RFI 
Submissions 

’17 Q1

• Completed 
Study Draft

• Finalized Study
• WG & MTTT 

Review
• Internal DHS 

ExecSec
Review

Jan - Apr 
2017

• External 
ExecSec
Review

• Deliver Final 
Report
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So here is a general timeline of the study. The multi-agency group began working in Q2. In Q3 the working group’s began meeting in earnest, DHS and NIST had one on one meetings with industry, and NIST released the mobile threat catalogue in consultation with this group. Q4 saw the release of the RFI to obtain mobile threat and defense information from industry. Responses were due fairly quickly and the working group organized and analyzed those responses. The report was then drafted in the next month. Once that occurred, I will say that the wheels of democracy got ahold of the report for review before it was final. 



 Open 47 Days - Closed August 22 

 https://www.fbo.gov/notices/bc457545615649b4371cedd9de371bb9

 Divided Threats to Mobile Ecosystem into Five Categories 
 Application-Based Threats
 Operating System/Firmware/Lower Level Device Threats 
 Physical Device/Access-Based Threats
 Network-Based Threats
 Threats to the Mobile Enterprise Systems

Mobile Threats and Defenses RFI
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The RFI that went out was for 47 days, and closed Aug 22. Jon Johnson from GSA used already established vehicles to receive this information from the public. Industry days were had to explain the type of information that DHS was looking for. Essentially we identified a number of example threats in the categories listed above, and asked for technology and methods to address those threats.



 Current and/or future technical capabilities of systems and solutions that mitigate or 
counter known or predicted threats to the total mobile environment related to the 
Government's use of mobile devices and services.

 Responses will be used for the congressionally required study and will help the 
Government understand the range of products and technologies available to protect 
the mobile ecosystem.

 This will also help the Government to identify gaps between known, emerging or 
anticipated threats and current solutions and capabilities.

 DHS is primarily seeking detailed technical descriptions of threats with mitigations

 Standards and best practices for security and interoperability
 Demarcation points on mobile communication chain that need attention

RFI: Information Requested
Part 1: Survey Worksheet for Products, Services or Technologies

Part 2: Industry Standards and Best Practices 
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 We also asked for standards and best practices for enabling mobility in the enterprise. Alongside this information, most folks in industry also provided new threats missing from our list. All of this information was ultimately put into both the study and NIST mobile threat catalogue. 



Breakdown of Responses

 Responses by Industry – 46 Total Including:
 Two Largest Mobile Network Operators in U.S. (AT&T, Verizon)
 Two Largest Mobile OS Providers in World (Apple, Google)
 Largest Cellular Chip Maker in World (Qualcomm)
 US Cellular Industry Association (CTIA)
 Leading EMM/MDM Makers (AirWatch, MobileIron, IBM, Samsung)
 Several Dozen Security Vendors

 Responses by Threat Category
 Applications 36
 Operating System/Firmware/Software 29
 Device Physical Access 27
 Network 30
 Mobile Enterprise 21
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We received a great set of responses from industry. Most responses came from companies, not industry groups, and had to deal with the security of mobile applications. 



RFI Responses - 46 Organizations
4K Solutions, LLC
Absolute Software
AdaptiveMobile Security
Advanced Cyber Security 
AirWatch (VMWare)
Akamai
Applied Communication Sci.
Appthority
AT&T
Better Mobile Security
Blackberry
BlueRISC
Cellbusters
Check Point
Cisco Systems

CTIA
Cyber adAPT
Dexter Edward, LLC
Duo Security
Gadget Guard
Galois
Google
HRL Laboratories
IBM 
Intel Security
Intelligent Automation Inc.
IPTA & Akamai
Kaprica Security Inc.
Kryptowire
Lookout
MobileIron

Optio Labs
Oracle
Procera Networks
Qualcomm Technologies
Rivetz
RML Business Consulting
RunSafe Security Inc.
Samsung
SecureLogix
Squadra Technologies
Temple University & Sentar, Inc.
Trustonic
TSI
Verizon 
Waverly Labs
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Here’s a list of all the companies that provided responses. Not all submitted spreadsheet survey formsA few submitted multiple surveys for different productsI’ll point out that some companies that didn’t provide written responses participated in one on one interviews. 



One-on-One Interviews

California
 Cyber adAPT
 Google
 Lookout
 MobileIron
 ProofPoint
 Qualcomm
 Samsung

 Washington, DC
 VMWare AirWatch
 Apple
 AT&T
 CTIA
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We conducted interviews with many of the mobile security companies in both silicon valley and Washington DC. This was more of a free following information gathering session, trying to identify the types of threats we should be worried about, and the industry efforts the federal government could utilize. 



Mobile Ecosystem
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In general, this graphic depicts the scope of the study. Mobile devices, the associated communication networks they use, public and private app stores, the infrastructure by OEMs and others for software updates, and all the enterprise systems used for supporting mobility in the workplace (things like EMMs and MDMs). Specifically Excluded from StudyIoT (Internet of Things)SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition)ICS (Industrial Control Systems)Customized tablets for dedicated use in a single application such as inventory control, EFIS, or election systemsCellular interfaces that are only subsystems on other platforms i.e., automotive GPS or entertainment systemDevices running mobile operating systems that are fixed in place such as integrated into an automobile or other vehicle, or another piece of equipment such as a home applianceOne of the first things we had to do was settle on the definition of mobile device, the federal government has a number of definitions, from the FCC, DHS, and a variety of definitions from NIST. For the sake of this study we siad   Quite simply “Smartphones and tablets running mobile operating systems”This includes most devices running Android, Blackberry OS, iOS, Tizen, and Windows PhoneAlthough there are other mobile operating systems most attention will be focused on those with a large market share or specifically contracted by the US Federal GovernmentVisual graphic depicting the mobile ecosystem, described from left to right, an image of a cell phone with the subheadings "Application, Operating System, Firmware, Hardware" listed within the image from top to bottom. Above the cell phone is the symbol for Bluetooth, to the left of the cell phone are the symbols for Near Field Communication and SIM card, to the bottom a microUSB symbol. These are various interfaces within the mobile ecosystem. To the right of the cell phone is a box titled "Communication Networks" and has the text "WiFi Networks" and "Cellular Infrastructure" as well as the symbols for both, there is a blunt ended line drawn between the cell phone and box symbolizing their connection within the ecosystem. A line pointed to the right and ending in an arrow connects the communication networks box to an image of a cloud with the title "Internet". Above the cloud is another box titled "Public App Stores", inside it are the symbols for the Amazon App store, Windows App store, iOS App store, and Google Play Store. This box is also connected to the Internet icon. Below the cloud icon is another box titled "Device and OS Vendor Infrastructure," inside it are three images of servers with symbols below each representing the titles, which are listed as "Security Updates, Backup and Storage,” and “Push Notification Services" respectively. This box is also connected to the cloud icon with a line ending in an arrowhead. To the right of the cloud icon is another box titled "Enterprise Systems," it is broken down into three subcategories represented by boxes made of dotted lines, the first is titled "Enterprise App Stores" and contains the symbols for Apple and Android. This is connected to another box beneath it labeled "Access and Mobility Management" which contains two images of servers with symbols representing the titles which are "VPN" and "EMM." This box is connected by a dual headed arrow to a symbol representing a firewall which bridges the left side of the larger Enterprise Systems box and is then connected to the cloud icon. Below the Access and Mobility Management box is a third box made of dotted lines that is labeled "Back-end Services", also connected to the box above it. Within this third box are three images of servers with symbols representing their titles, which are "E-Mail, File Shares,” and “Applications." All of these boxes represent the various connections between aspects of the mobile ecosystem.



Primary Mobile Threat Types
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Threat Definition Examples

Denial of Service Deny or degrade service to 
users

Jamming of wireless communications, overloading 
networks with bogus traffic, ransomware, theft of 
mobile device or mobile services.

Geolocation Unauthorized physical 
tracking of user

Passively or actively obtaining accurate three-
dimensional coordinates of target, possibly 
including speed and direction.

Information Disclosure Unauthorized access to 
information or services

Interception of data in transit; leakage or 
exfiltration of user, app, or enterprise data; tracking 
of user location; eavesdropping on voice or data 
communications; surreptitiously activating the 
phone’s microphone or camera to spy on the user.

Spoofing Impersonating something or 
someone

Email or SMS message pretending to be from 
boss or colleague (social engineering), fraudulent 
Wi-Fi access point or cellular base station 
mimicking a legitimate one.

Tampering Modifying data, software, 
firmware, or hardware 
without authorization

Modifying data in transit, inserting tampered 
hardware or software into supply chain, 
repackaging legitimate app with malware, 
modifying network or device configuration (e.g., 
jailbreaking or rooting a phone).



Mobile Security Threats by Category
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Best Practices and Standards
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MTTT – Mobile Technology Tiger TeamGSMA – Global System for Mobile AllianceTop 3 Say that NIAP is a great list of guidelines here 



 Gap 1: DHS has no legal authority to require mobile carriers to assess risks 
relating to the security of mobile network infrastructure as it impacts the 
Government’s use of mobile devices. 

 Gap 2: While DHS has the authority to evaluate voluntarily provided mobile 
carrier network information, DHS has no legal authority to compel mobile 
carrier network owners/operators to provide information to assess the 
security of these critical communications networks. 

Legal Authority Gaps
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Identifying gaps in DHS’ legal authorities to address federal mobile security threats was part of the original mandate. DHS identified that they have no authority to require carriers to address risks relating to the cellular network infrastructure used by federal users. �Additionally, DHS cannot compel carriers to allow DHS to assess the security of their networks. Essentially, DHS would like carriers to allow DHS to obtain objective evidence for the security claims of mobile network operators. 



 To address these areas of concern DHS proposes the following:
 FISMA metrics should be enhanced to focus on securing mobile devices through 

the Federal CIO Council’s Mobile Technology Tiger Team (MTTT). Metrics for 
consideration include mobile operating systems, mobile device authentication 
methods, and volume of mobile device user traffic not going through the agency’s 
Trusted Internet Connection. 

 The DHS CDM program should address the security of mobile devices and 
applications with capabilities that are at parity with other network devices (e.g., 
workstations and servers), and NPPD's definition of critical infrastructure should 
include mobile network infrastructure

 DHS S&T HSARPA Cyber Security Division should continue its work in Mobile 
Application Security to ensure the secure use of mobile applications for 
government use.

DHS Next Steps
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DHS proposed the following for next steps: First off, FISMA metrics reported by agencies to OPM should include information related to mobile information systems. This is currently not the case, and the information may or may not be missing from what’s being reported. DHS’ continuous diagnostics and monitoring program should help to encourage network and vulnerability scanning tools to have the same capabilities as traditional scanners such as identifying OS, patch levels, applications, and application versions. And encourage S&T to continue it’s work in the mobile space 



 Potential areas for additional research or partnerships within DHS 
include:
 Creating a new applied R&D program in securing mobile network infrastructure to 

address current and emerging challenges impeding mobile technology.
 Establishing a new program for applied research in advanced defensive security 

tools and methods for addressing mobile malware and vulnerabilities, including 
new ways to handle CVE generation for mobile and mobile threat information 
sharing, e.g., Structured Threat Information eXpression (STIX™), and Trusted 
Automated eXchange of Indicator Information (TAXII™). DHS should coordinate 
this initiative with existing efforts within DoD.

 Coordinating the adoption and advancement of mobile security technologies 
recommended in this report into operational programs such as Einstein and CDM 
to ensure future capabilities include protection and defense against mobile threats.

 Developing cooperative arrangements and capabilities with commercial mobile 
network operators to detect, protect and respond to threats (e.g., rogue IMSI 
catchers and SS7/Diameter vulnerabilities) that impede the confidentiality, integrity 
and availability of Government communications; and if necessary, extend the legal 
authorities of NPPD to achieve these objectives.

DHS Next Steps (cont’d)
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Specifically on that note, DHS is looking to create a new R&D program focused on next generation mobile network infrastructure for 5G and beyond. Additionally, revisiting the methods surrounding CVE generation for mobile and howthat  information is shared. The study also concludes that DHS should develop new capabilities and partnerships to deal with rogue cell towers and basestations, and SS7 threats. 



 Additional topics that require a response by the federal government 
are:
 The U.S. government should continue and enhance its active participation in 

international standards bodies so it can represent America’s national interest with 
the private sector in the development of consensus-based voluntary mobile 
security standards and best practices. 

 Continued development of the NIST draft Mobile Threat Catalogue with additional 
cooperation from industry and the inclusion of emerging threats and defenses and 
additional risk metrics for mobile threats.

 Federal departments and agencies should develop policies and procedures 
regarding Government use of mobile devices overseas based on threat intelligence 
and emerging attacker tactics, techniques, and procedures.

DHS Next Steps (cont’d)
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Finally, one of the overarching concerns from our one on one discussions is that US government participation in international standards bodies is needed. NIST has been participating in 3GPP to further the needs fo public safety, and folks in industry really think that a more comprehensive approach is needed. For instance, DHS and FCC and NTIA have participated in various areas. Other governments are participating, trying to ensure that their national interests are taken into account, and industry has pointed to a need for more action in this area. The NIST mobile threat catalogue was created in part due to this effort and DHS would like to see it’s continued development. Finally updating standards, guidelines, and best practices to mitigate the threats identified in this report should be peformed. 



Questions
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So what is the problem with mobile apps? Users want to use them because they work—and are easy to find and install, but…Both commercial and internally-developed apps present potential risk to consumers, businesses, and government users. 



DHS:
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